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Topological Equivalence and the Hopf Bifurcation* 
KENNETH J. PALMER 
In this paper we consider a system of ordinar> ditierentia~ equations in /?“, 
depending on a real parameter II. It is assumed that 0 is an equilibrium solution 
for each p and that when p = 0 esactly two eigen\.alues of the corresponding 
variational matrix are pure imaginary. Such a system is considered by Hopf in 
his paper [I], a translation of which appears in [2]. i\‘ith some extra assumptions 
Hopf shows thr esistence of a famil!. of periodic solutions. In this paper \\e 
describe. under certain additional conditions, the complete behavior of the 
solutions of ( I ) in a tised neighborhood of 0 for small CL y 0 in the follolring 
sense. \\-e shox that there is a homeomorphism dependinq on 1’ taking the 
solutions of (I) onto the solutions of P system, xhich can be represented in the 
form. 
where 0 is an angular variable, r is in R. -\’ is in RI~-~, w F 0, u,, , I = 0, t‘3I = 0, 
/3* are constants. and .-I is an (n - 2) s (II - 2) matrix M hose eiqenvalues 
have nonzero real parts. 
This theorem is reminiscent of the linearization theorem of Hartman [7, 
Chap. 91 and, in fact. its proof rests on the generalization of Hartman’s theorem 
proved in [4]. 
+ This work was done wth the support of an Alexander \‘on Humboldt fellowxhip. 
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2. STATEhlENT OF THE THEOREhl 
In (1) we assume that f is CJ. f(0, p) = 0, and that the eigenvalues of 
rj/& (0, 0) have nonzero real parts, apart from two which are nonzero conjugate 
pure imaginary. Thus ?j/Sz (0. p) has a pair of eigenvalues h(p) = y(,l) + 
h(p), h(r-l), where h(p) is C3 rn ,.L and y(O) = 0. ~(0) = UI + 0. LIsing a trans- 
formation linear in a \vith coefficient matrix C’” in IL- we may assume that 
?f:?z (0, pj has the form. 
where 
C(p) is 2 ‘. (n - 2). and .4(/l) is (N - 2) :< (N - 2). The new f possesses 
continuous derivatives up to the fourth order escept that ?fl+” (z. EL) ma! 
not esist. 
\Vriting s and J as the column \.ectors (zr . zz) and ( z3 . . . . . a,), respectively, 
(1) now takes the form, 
wheref, ,fz vanish together with their partial derivatii-es with respect to .T and J 
at s = J* = 0. Then, for sufficiently small p, (2) has a center manifold 
~8 = z(s, IL); Y(.v, p) has the same smoothness properties as f, and ~(0, p) = 
?n/i;x (0, CL) = 0. (Remark: In the center manifold theorem as proved, for 
example, hy lielIe!- [5], the center manifold has one less derivative than the 
vector field. However, as remarked in [2, p. 441. it is easy to prove that they 
have, in fact, the same smoothness.) 
On the center manifold our system has the form. 
x’ = B(p) .I- + C(p) 7’(5. p) + f&l-, 7f.l.v CL), II). (3) 
Following Sacker [6], we introduce the complex variable 5 = x1 + ix, and (3) 
takes the form, 
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Here Fz (resp. F3) is a quadratic (cubic) in [. 5 with coeficients C” (Pj in p and 
F, is a remainder term with its dcriwti\.es up UJ the third order \\ ith respt-ct to 
<, ; r-anishing at (0, 0. /t). 11-c can tlwn tind a transformation. 
:i’ = I + Gj(,<. c. p.) -I- G,I<. <. j.‘i. (5) 
where G, (resp. G,jj is A quadratic (cubic) in <. < with cwfticients Cs (c”) in p, 
such that (4) is transfurmrd intr.) 
ZL” == ,\(I’ ) I(’ -I- /G(p) Z’%’ t F&c. 2’. I’). (6) 
where /?(/A) is Cl and PI is u remainder term like F, \\‘rite /3(O) = -/?, A- ip2 . 
Now we can state our theorem. 
Rertuwks. I\‘< indicntc the main idea of the proof of this result. Llsing. the 
theorem in Palmer [A]. we reduce the theorem to the two-dimensional case, i.e., 
to consideration of Eq. (6). Taking as an e\-ample thr case v 0, 13, 0 Eq. (6) 
has. when p . 0. an asymptotically stable periodic solution with radius of order 
of magnitude p’ s. Then. h!- another application oi the theorem in [a], there 
is defined in a (p-dependent) neighhorhood of this periodic orhit a (p-dependent) 
homeomorphism taking the wluiions of (6) onto the +olutinns of 
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However, it can be shown for some rcu ,:. 0, independent of CL, that the set 
0 < ] w 1 < I+, lies in the region of attraction of the above periodic orbit. 
There is then a natural way of estending the homeomorphism to the set 
1 w 1 ..: TC,) so that it still has the same property with respect to the solutions of 
(6) and (7). \Yhen p G.: 0, x = 0 is an asynptotically stable equilibrium for (6). 
Then there is a (/r-dependent) hon~eomorphisn~, defined on a (~-dependent) 
neighborhood of rc = 0, tking the solutions of (6) onto the solutions of (7). 
However. again, for some ZC,, .’ 0 the set 1 ;L’ 1 I.. I:‘,, lies in the region of attraction 
of x = 0 and the homeomorphism can be estcndrd in a natural way. 
As indicated, the main tool in the proof of our theorem is the theorem in [4]. 
In addition to the remarks already made in [7, 81 about this result we \\ish to 
make two more here. The tirst one relates to the case when r is scalar. Then it can 
be easily shown that H?(t, s. jq) K: 0 if and onI!- if js s __ ;,(t. .I) (similarly for : ,). 
The second remark relates to the case when .x is scalar and the system has the 
form. 
x’ = .t’(x + ,at. .\‘), 
j” = .A), + g(s + at, J’!, 
I\ here ,I is a real constant. Then it is easy to see from uniqueness that the integral 
manifold for this system has the form ,v( v + A/), \r-here .z(s) is the integral 
manifold for 
x’ = ,N + j(s. .\‘j, 
-r’ = .-I \’ f f(X) y). 
Aloreowr, if H(s, j*) is the linearizing homeomorphism for this autonomous 
s\stcm, then it is easy to see from the proof of the theorem in [4] that 
H(.Y + *x/. j’) - (at. 0) is the (f-dependent) linearizing homeomorphism for the 
nonautonomous s\stem. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
\\‘e assume 1’ 3> 0, j3r > 0. The other cases can be similarly treated. 
( I) The Two-Dinrensionml Case ahen ,U >, 0 
In (6) we put IL = 3, PC = Ereit), t = EC% and it becomes 
(8) 
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\rhere lr,(ti, I’. E) and l/~ti, r. ~1, which is: 
E-“[~(E~) - y(O) - y’(O) $1 t c-’ Rev($) - p(O)] r2 
.~ r-m1c-4 Re[&tre~“3 cl.e-‘b, $) c-;i’]a 
are continuous, have derivatives up to the third order with respect to 0, Y which 
are continuous in (d, r, c) and have period 2n in 0. 
Linearization &Year the Periodic Orbit 
U’riting r = p -+- 8, m here 13 = ($‘,‘I,)’ ?. (8) becomes 
By the theor!- of integral manifolds, there rsist Q” _-. 0, pu > 0 such that if 
0 I: / E 1 ‘.= c,, (9) has a unique integral manifold p = P(d, l ) with / P(0, E)I :; pO 
(Note that the E-L term in the lirst equation in (9) does not affect the estimates.) 
P(B, E) is continuous. has derivatives up to the third order with respect to 0 
which are continuous in (0, c), and is periodic in B with period 2x. 
Then, b!- the theorem in [4]. there is a continuous mapping P(8, p, l ) = 
(X1(0, p, E). K(0, p, l )) defined for / p / ‘cy. p,, , 0 <.. 1 < 1 :-. Q, which is a homeo- 
morphism for each fixed 6, such that if O(T), p(T) is a solution of (9) then 
X(t1(7), p(T). E) is a solution of the system. 
1iP 
-- 
l/T 
= < -‘Iu + F(tl, E), 
where 
AISO 
F(P. E) = w, + p,(P(e, E) + $)’ + rlr,(tl. P(B. 6) + fq E). 
A?(& P(li, E), l ) = (4 O), 
.qe + 2TT. p, 6) = X(6 p. c) t (27r, 0). 
and &,(0, p, C) < 0 if and only if p < P(0, l ). 
In fact, &(0. p, l ) has a limit as c + 0 which is also a homeomorphism. To 
show this, put 0 = 4 + l -%JT in (9) and we get 
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The vector field here and its derivatives with respect to 4, p are continuous 
functions of (c$? p, 6) including at E = 0. For this system we get an integral 
manifold P(+, E) which satisfies 
P(c), c) = P(dJ + E%T, c) 
if c = 0 and is zero when E = 0. This shows that P(B, l ) + 0 as E -+ 0 uniformly 
\\ith respect to d. =\lso. by the theorem in [4] again, WC get a mapping 
.$(r, C#B, p, E), taking the solutions of (IO) onto the solutions of the corresponding 
(partially) linearized equation, and when l G 0. 
From the fact that the right-hand side of (IO) is independent of C$ when E = 0, 
it fcJllO\vS that .7? then has the form 
.6T, $4 PT 0) = (4 + UP), -b(P)). 
So Yv(19, p, 6) = #(O, 0, p, l ) is continuous in (0, p, 6) for 1 p 1 :< pO, 1 E 1 < eD 
and X(0. p, 0) = (0 + UP), UP)). 
Definition of the .Ilapping ,‘Vear the Periodic Orbit 
First of all, we introduce two more transformations. For 1 E 1 :z E” we define 
#(T, E) as the solution of 
dH dT = [w + E”F(T, c,]-’ [w + E’?F(T, O)] 
with Q!I(O, 6) = 0. Then 
4(T + 237, E) = (G(T. c) -1 274c). 
where U(E) = (ZT)-L 4277, l ) is continuous with o(O) = I. Note that 
#(T + r-%~s. E) - E-%J~ is a continuous function of (T, s, C) including at e = 0, 
where it has the value 7. 
Since a(O) = I, it follows from the theorem in [4] or [9] that there exists a 
continuous mapping J(p, l ) defined for p and E sufficiently small such that if 
p(7) is a solution of 
(rp = -2,,p 
dr 
then J(~(T), 6) is a solution of 
* = -20(e)-’ v/2, 
dr 
J(p, l ) is a homeomorphism for each fixed E, J(p, 0) = p, JO, 6) = 0 and 
/(p, 6) < 0 if and only if p < 0. 
Estmsion of the Mappity 
Denote b! 
O(T, P, r. E) = (Ql(7. 8, r, E), @JT, 6. r. l )), 
Y(T. 0. r, E) = (Y,(T. 0, r, E), Y?(T, P, r. cj) 
the flows corresponding to (8) and (16). respecti\-ely. 
\\‘e look at system (8) first. From the second equation, we have 
x = [I* + O(E~)] r - [/3, + O(G + u)] r3 
lit 
= r[pl + O(E? + cr)] [IP + O(E’) + cr) - r’], 
So there eslst c1 :I- 0, w,, ‘;a 0 such that if 0 < 1 E 1 < Ed , then 
lit 
- .. .o when 0 c:: r : /2 - p,, 
1iT 
and 
t/t 
- I. :o \vhen /? + p,, ;’ r X: 1 E 1 -l TC,, . 
1iT 
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This means that if e(~), Y(T) is a solution of (8) with 0 C; 1 E ( < E~ , 0 < r(0) c:< 
1 E 1-l IQ then it is defined for all T ;.Y- 0 and helongs to the positively invariant 
set ((0, r): p - p0 :.:: r 5;. B + pot for sufficiently large T. 
If 0 C: 1~ 1 r; min{e, . Ed:, 0 c. r C. 1 6 1-l zcO and 0 is arbitrary. we put 
T = T(t), r, 6) = infir .. 0: 1 CqT, ti, r, r) - p 1 :-I #o”l. 
Then \\e define, provided it esists, 
(17) 
where QC7(8. Y) = @(T, 8. r, c). etc. 
\C’hen /I + P(I), E) ::l. r < /3 + p. , T is zero and so YE is certainly defined. 
Also when 0 <, r .::: 6 + P(t), l ). /P(@(T, 0. r, E), E) lies in the region ((P, r): 
0 .:: r ,.: /3;, \vhich is invariant for (16) and in which all solutions have maximal 
interval of esistenct. (- ,z, ,x). Hence YE is defined in this case also. 
If fi - p,, .<; r i: 1 l 1-l w,, . then T(B, r, c) is given b! 
lvhere, for each fixed (0, I’, c), the continuous function I&., H, r, l ) is the inverse 
function to @?( ., 0, Y, 6). Llsing the fact that 
lt,(O, Y. E) = O(E) + O(E) 6 + O(I) r3, 
it is eas!’ to see that 
I 
.r 
u(c) T(P, I’. <) --, :--Ip + /3&l 1fp a3 E -+ 0 
‘aton 
ttniforml~~ with respect to t). r. So there exists a continuous function J(E) 1.. 0 
with d(0) = 0 such that 
\\henB+Pudr(IE1-l.l(,O. -T, is, in Fact, the escape time to infinity for a 
solution of the second equation in (16) with initial value /3 + pu - A(E). So if 
in the definition of 4 above we choose the continuous function C(C) so that 
1 L.;‘(c(c) /(Z2(0, r - ,k?, E), E))I :s p0 - A(E) for all 8, r, c in the domain of 8, 
then 0 I.. #J@(T, 8, Y, c), 6) - j? < p. - d(r) and the masimal interval of 
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existence fjt’ thr sulution of (16) \\ ith initia1 mIuc y (‘P( T. d, I’, t). t) contain5 
[- T(tl, r, 6). 01. Thus jQH. r. c.1 is also defined in this case. 
From (I R) and the analogous rspression for the ewe when 0 r I! p,, . 
it can he seen that T(d. r, 6) is a continuous function. Now it is e;ls\. to see that 
the definition of % \\ould be unchanged if \\c rcplncl-d T hv an\ larger \~~lue. 
This means that locally T can he replaced hy a \-alue independent of (P- r. c). 
implying that j’i is continlucw and that it is ,I local h~~meomorphism fur each 
fised E. But since. as is easily shown. pi is one--one for each fixed E. it fc~lhs 
that it is ;I homeomorphizm. \\‘e can also show that the t-aye of -fE contains 
i(O. r): 0 e. r ,: or each tiwd E. that j; s&tics rrlntions like ( 13). (Id), and 
(15). (jiE)? (ti. r 2 ’ . 0 and that ii H(r). r(T) is a soluticm of (8) then .&(ti(~). 
r(r). E) is 3 solution (it’ ( 16’1. III thest. things folio\\ casil\ from the definitinn 
of v; 
are continuous functions of (T. P. r, l ) e\-en at c = 0. Secondly, in (I 7), we note 
that T --: Tft’. I’. l ) \~-a> chosen as a continuous function of (0. r. 6) including: at 
6 = 0. 
Then. from ( 17). 
and hence it is 31~0 continuous at E = 0 \\ith. for all 0 and r . 0. 
,fdO, r. 0) = (0. r). 
Beluwior qf the Evtrnded .lIapping as r 4 0 
For convenience. in this section we use 9 to stand for ,fE 
Since @?(T- 0, r. l ) is continuous including at c = 0 with @J&T, 0, 0, l ) = 0. 
Tie. I’, C) 4 ,x as I + 0 uniformly with respect to B and E. 
By (IL) and continuity and compactness. there esists p, 0 quch that 
0 c ,y#A /-2 - p,, , 6) “. j3 - /I, 
So. if 0 C: r _. /3 - p,, and T = T(P, Y, E), 
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where 0 < rl I:; /3 - p, Hence. for a ci\.en S ..., 0. 
T . U(E)-l 1 
.&“I 
0 < f?(O, r, 6) < S if {IT - /3,r3\-’ lit. 
- i. 
and this can he achieved if r is small enough, independently oft) and F. That is, 
f?(f?, r, l ) + 0 as r + 0, uniformI\- u ith respect to P and C. (1\ similar statement 
can he proved for f-l.) 
(2) The T.il’o-nitt/rttsional c’ase uhetl p ‘:. 0 
\\‘e use the same transformations as before. except that \ve put ;L = -2, and 
we obtain instead of (8) the s!‘stem. 
- = 64~ - LU, + j3,rS + rh,(tr. r. c). 
lh 
dr 
dT 
- = -b-r - fi,r” + fr/tq(Gr r. 6). 
(19) 
Equation (19) has r = 0 as an integral manifold and we get a mapping X(0, r, E). 
defined for 1 r 1 ,: p,, , 0 ,< 1 l 1 b. l ,, and taking the SfJlUtionS of (19) onto the 
solutions of 
where, here. 
dr 
dT 
P(d, r, E) has the same properties as .X(0. p. l ) ahove escept that here ,%‘((br, 0, l ) 
= (0, 0) and X,(0. r, E) ~2 0 if r .:. 0. Also 2(d. r, 0’) exists and has the form 
(@ + W), b(r)). 
#(T, 6) and O(C) are defined like their prrcedessors and Jr. E) is defined like 
J(p, l ) except that it is defined in relatinn to the equation, 
dr 
di- 
1’) . 
Then for 0 ‘;; r 1; pu , 1 c / ,:<. Q ,y(P, r, E) is defined by formulas (I I) and (12) 
hut with p = 0 and has the same properties as the previous one, except that 
$(0, 0, l ) = 0 and f2(0, r. l ) . I 0 if r 0. Also this f takes the solutions of 
(19) onto the solutions of 
dP 
- = u(c)-’ [E-L - ujl + &r”], 
dr 
dr 
- = (~(4)~~ [-i-r - &r3]. 
dr 
(20) 
From the wcc~nd equation in (IY). 
when 0 . . I E / . . . l 1 and 0 ‘... I’ E ,~~I x0 1 I\ hew 6, 0 and .x1,) ,.’ 0 art’ 
sufficiently small. This means that if dig). r(r) is a solution of (19) with 
0 *.: I E I <.: cl and 0 r(O) . . I c 1-l .w,, . then it is defined for all 7 ’ 0 and 
T(T) + 0 monotonicnll!~ as T -t %. So if 0 I : ~ E I ‘.. minjr,, , cl;, 0 I I’ 
1 E 1-l w0 and fi is nrhitrary, we put 
T = TIP. r. C) = inf{T Y 0: @?(r, 0. I-, CJ p,,; 
and WC define the estension gi of ;r according to formula (I 7). where @ and y/ 
are the flows corresponding to (19), (20). As before, there exists a continuous 
function A(C) .: 0 \vith J(0’) = 0 such that 
so that if I.(E) in the detinition of y is chosen to ensure that / f2(0, r, <)I :_’ 
p,, - 3(r), the aho\-e definition of fi Iii11 be meaningful. One shows then that 
this ji has much the same properties as the pre\-inus c.me. 
The heha1.b of ;y;(d. r, ~‘1 as l ----f 0 can he esamined and it turns out that the 
limit &(a, r. 0) = (P. r) for all 0 and r . 0. 
(3) Definition f?f the .lIclpping H(s, J, 11,) 
From the theorem in [4] there is a continuous mapping Y(.v. -v, p) = 
( PI(s, >a, /L), X(s. J- \A)). defined for sufficientI!- small s, J’. and p, such that if 
s(t). j’(t) is a solution of (2) then Y(.\(t). I, 11) is a solution of 
Y is a homeomorphkm for each fixed CL and Y(s. v(x. p). Pj = (R, 0). 
Define the continuous real function L’(p) as ~(1 p I~!~), where we use the iirst u 
when p > 0 and the second when CL <. 0. Then we can find a continuous map- 
ping L.(>*. p), defined for sufficiently small j’ and p, such that if y(t) is a solution 
of the second equation in (21). L(y(t). /L) is a solution of 
J’ = Z(p)-’ .4(O) J’. 
L(!, /L) is a homeomorphism for each fised p with L(0. p) = 0. 
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Finally we define 
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Here K(.Y, ;I) is a mapping defined so that K(Y cos 6. r sin 8, rl) is 
where we have used 2. to stand for .,‘t and we use the first definition of ,:f when 
c1 Y 0 and the second definition when 11 K 0; ,P(s, p) is (5) represented as a 
Cl-dependent mapping of R’ intu itself (h!- putting < = s, + is?). 
\Ve see now that all the statements in the theorem hold true for Z(p), H(.v, j’. cl), 
and for suitable p,, . .v,) and .\vO . So the proof is complete. 
Remark. \i’e can use a similar technique to that used abol-e (i.e., introducing 
the mappin,gL(?v, I*)) to give a neater statement of Theorem I in [7]. \Ve refer 
to the notation and equation numhrrs of that paper. Let x(t), y(t), c(t) he a 
solution of (I). Then ](sjot), I. z(ar)) is a solution of 
Here o = o(x(t), j(f). z(t)). Consider the system. 
for a constant o near I. There esists a continuous function L(z, a), defined for 
small z and (T near I, such that if a(t) is a solution of (a), then L(z(t), u) is a 
solution of 
2’ = .-IO. 
L(z, u) is a homeomorphism for each fised 0 and L(un. 4) = 2, L(O, 0) = 0. Now 
we define 
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Here CI = ~(.v(tj.~ft). 2(t)). 
The statement of Theorem :! in [8] can he aimilarl~ altered. 
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